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Abstract
Unified approach for aggregation, flocking and synchronization
Seung-Yeal Ha, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Seoul National Univer-
sity
Collective dynamics of complex systems is ubiquitous in our nature, and it has received lots 

of attention in applied mathematics, control theory and statistical physics due to possible 

engineering application in recent years. In this talk, I will review interesting connection 

between prototype models for aggregation, flocking and synchronization, and state-of-the-art 

results for the mathematical analysis of prototype models.

Initiation processes of biological transport networks
Dan Hu, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
I will list three models (namely, the scalar-based, vector based, and tensor based models) that 

can describe the initiation process of biological transport networks (such as blood vessel 

networks and leaf venation) and discuss their differences. An adaptation process for the emer-

gence of networks in slime mold Physarum polycephalum will also be introduced in the talk. 

The asymptotic dynamics for the adaptation process is derived for the case of a thin layer 

fluid. The asymptotic dynamics appears to be very similar to the scalar based model.

Uncertainty quantification for multiscale kinetic equations with uncertain coeffi-
cients
Shi Jin, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
In these lectures we will study the generalized polynomial chaos-stochastic Galerkin 

(gPC-SG) approach to kinetic equations with uncertain coefficients/inputs, and multiple time 

or space scales, and show that they can be made asymptotic-preserving, in the sense that the 

gPC-SG scheme preserves various asymptotic limits in the discrete space. This allows the 

implementation of the gPC methods for these problems without numerically resolving (spa-

tially, temporally or by gPC modes) the small scales.  Rigorous analysis, based on hypocoer-

civity of the collision operator, will be provided for both linear transport and nonlinear 

Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck system to study the regularity of the solution in the random 

space, and to prove that these schemes are stochastically asymptotic preserving.

Averaging and numerics for a class of highly oscillatory transport equations
Mohammed Lemou,Institut de Recherche MAthématiques de Rennes (IRMAR)
A brief presentation of averaging techniques for highly oscillatory transport problems with 

constant frequency will be given, and the question of preserving some important structures, 

after an averaging process, will be addressed (preservation of measure, Hamiltonian structure, 

etc.)

Then we show how to construct numerical methods for these highly oscillatory problems 

which are uniformly accurate (i.e. where the accuracy is independent of the frequency).

For a class of oscillatory problems with a time-space dependent frequency, a smooth change 

of time is used to bring down the problem to a constant-frequency one. Then the aforemen-

tioned averaging techniques can be applied and uniformly accurate numerical schemes will be 

constructed. Some applications in quantum mechanics and plasma physics will be presented.

Adaptive evolution and concentrations in nonlocal parabolic PDEs
Benoit Perthame, University of Paris VI

Living systems are subject to constant evolution through the three processes, stated by C. 

Darwin, of population growth, selection and mutations. The goal of this series of lectures is to 

formalize them and to discuss the example of resistance to therapy in cancer treatment; can an 

injection protocole diminishes adaptation of cancer cells to the drug?

In a very simple, general and idealized description, the environment can be considered as a 

nutrient shared by all the population. This alllows certain individuals, characterized by a ‘phe-

notypical trait’, to proliferate faster because they are better adapted to use the environment. 

This leads to select the ‘fittest trait’ in the population (singular point of the system). On the 

other hand, the new-born individuals can undergo small variations of the trait under the effect 

of genetic mutations. In these circumstances, is it possible to describe the dynamical evolu-

tion of the current trait? A new area of population biology that aims at describing mathemati-

cally these processes is born in the 1980’s under the name of ‘adaptive dynamics’ and, com-

pared to population genetics, considers usually asexual reproduction, a continuous phenotypi-

cal trait and population growth.

We will give a self-contained mathematical model of such dynamics, based on parabolic 

equations, and show that an asymptotic method allows us to formalize precisely the concepts 

of monomorphic or polymorphic population and describe the evolution of the ‘fittest trait’. 

Mathematically, the interest comes from concentration effects after an appropriate rescaling. 

The solution converges to a (sum of) Dirac mass(es) supported on a hypersurface that results 

from the nonlinearity. The difficulty is to evaluate the weight and position of the moving 

Dirac mass(es) that desribe the population. We will show that a new type of Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation, with constraints, naturally describes this asymptotic. Some additional theoretical 

questions as uniqueness for the limiting H.-J. equation will also be addressed.

This course is based on collaborations with G. Barles, J. Clairambault, O. Diekmann, P.-E. 

Jabin, T. Lorenzi, A. Lorz, S. Mirahimmi, S. Mischler and P. E. Souganidis.

Chapter 1. Principles of adaptation/evolution modeling for large populations

Chapter 2. The constrained Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Chapter 3. The smooth concave case and point dynamics on the hypersurface

Chapter 4. Evolution without proliferating advantage

Stochastic Homogenization
Panagiotis Souganidis, University of Chicago
Homogenization is a broad and important area of mathematics at the interface of Probability 

and Analysis, with applications to, among others, engineering, material sciences (composite 

materials), imaging, modeling of the thermal and transport properties of complicated struc-

tures, etc. The “idea” of homogenization is to use coarse-graining to effectively blend 

microscale complexity with a simplified macroscale model. A typical and very simple exam-

ple is the equation for the potential in a long wire with small pieces of different conductances. 

The resistivity (reciprocal of conductance) is additive, resulting in a coarse-grained equation 

that has a coefficient given by the harmonic mean of conductances, a nonlinear average. 

Broadly speaking the goal of theory is to replace a very difficult and costly to compute (or 

measure!) problem by an easier homogeneous (averaged) one. Mathematically homogeniza-

tion is on the interface of pde and probability; in the language of the latter homogenization 

can be thought as the “law of larger numbers”.

Although most of the work in homogenization is typically in periodic environments, from the 

point of view of the modeling, periodicity is a rather rigid structure. Indeed most interesting 

environments/materials in nature are not periodic but rather display some randomness due to 

the statistical-type of information available. The need to use random media leads to the theory 

of stochastic homogenization for pde and the study of the behavior of random walks in 

random environments.

In the lectures I will give a self-contained presentation of the most important results in this 

subject.

This course is based on collaborations with S. Armstrong, L. Caffarelli, P. Cardaliaguet, P. -L. 

Lions, J. Nolen and L. Wang.

Lecture 1. A general introduction

Lecture 2. Periodic Homogenization

Lecture 3. Random Homogenization

Lecture 4. Examples

The role of intracellular pathways on the E.coli population dynamics
Min Tang, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Recent experiments showed that engineered Escherichia coli colonies grow and self-organize 

into periodic stripes with high and low cell densities in semi-solid agar. The stripes establish 

sequentially behind a radially propagating colony front, similar to the formation of many 

other periodic patterns in nature. These bacteria were created by genetically coupling the che-

motaxis pathway of wild-type cells with a quorum sensing module though the chemotaxis 

protein CheZ. Despite the direct involvement of the chemotaxis pathway in these experi-

ments, how chemotaxis contributes to the stripe formation and how the intracellular pathway 

effects the pattern have yet been investigated systematically. To address this problem, we 

developed multi-scale models that incorporate key molecular mechanisms of chemotaxis and 

quorum sensing and used them to investigate the role of chemotaxis in the population dynam-

ics. We observed some phenomena that have been confirmed by the experiments. New predi-

cations can be made relating to the migration rate and stripe width.

Bayesian and Game theoretical numerical method for multiscale PDEs
Lei Zhang, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Multiscale problems arise naturally from many scientific and engineering areas such as geo-

physics, material sciences and biology. Numerical homogenization concerns the (coarse) 

finite dimensional approximation of the solution space of, for example, divergence form 

elliptic equation with rough coefficients which allows for nonseparable scales. Based on a 

Bayesian reformulation of numerical homogenization, we propose a class of numerical 

homogenization methods which allow for exponential decaying bases, localization, as well as 

optimal convergence rates. Furthermore, multi-resolution ““gamblet”” decomposition and 

corresponding multigrid method can be constructed using the game theoretical approach. 

Those gamblet based methods have rigorous a priori error bounds, bounded condition number 

at each subband, and solve boundary value problems in near-linear complexity. The method 

can be generalized to time dependent problems such as wave propagation in heterogeneous 

media, and multi-scale eigenvalue problems.

Hypocoercivity and Uniform Regularity for the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck 
System with Uncertainty and Multiple Scales
Yuhua Zhu, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

We study the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck system with uncertainty and multiple scales. 

Here the uncertainy, modeled by random variables, enters the solution through initial data, 

while the multiple scales lead the system to its high-field or parabolic regimes. With the help 

of proper Lyapunov-type inequalities, under some mild conditions on the initial data, the 

regularity of the solution in the random space, as well as exponential decay of the solution to 

the global Maxwellian, are established under Sobolev norms, which are in terms of the scal-

ing parameters. These are the first hypocoercivity results for a nonlinear kinetic system with 

random input, which are important for the understanding of the sensitivity of the system 

under random perturbations, and for the establishment of spectral convergence of popular 

numerical methods for uncertainty quantification based on (spectrally accurate) polynomial 

chaos expansions.
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Collective dynamics of complex systems is ubiquitous in our nature, and it has received lots 

of attention in applied mathematics, control theory and statistical physics due to possible 

engineering application in recent years. In this talk, I will review interesting connection 

between prototype models for aggregation, flocking and synchronization, and state-of-the-art 

results for the mathematical analysis of prototype models.

Initiation processes of biological transport networks
Dan Hu, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
I will list three models (namely, the scalar-based, vector based, and tensor based models) that 

can describe the initiation process of biological transport networks (such as blood vessel 

networks and leaf venation) and discuss their differences. An adaptation process for the emer-

gence of networks in slime mold Physarum polycephalum will also be introduced in the talk. 

The asymptotic dynamics for the adaptation process is derived for the case of a thin layer 

fluid. The asymptotic dynamics appears to be very similar to the scalar based model.

Uncertainty quantification for multiscale kinetic equations with uncertain coeffi-
cients
Shi Jin, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
In these lectures we will study the generalized polynomial chaos-stochastic Galerkin 

(gPC-SG) approach to kinetic equations with uncertain coefficients/inputs, and multiple time 

or space scales, and show that they can be made asymptotic-preserving, in the sense that the 

gPC-SG scheme preserves various asymptotic limits in the discrete space. This allows the 

implementation of the gPC methods for these problems without numerically resolving (spa-

tially, temporally or by gPC modes) the small scales.  Rigorous analysis, based on hypocoer-

civity of the collision operator, will be provided for both linear transport and nonlinear 

Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck system to study the regularity of the solution in the random 

space, and to prove that these schemes are stochastically asymptotic preserving.

Averaging and numerics for a class of highly oscillatory transport equations
Mohammed Lemou,Institut de Recherche MAthématiques de Rennes (IRMAR)
A brief presentation of averaging techniques for highly oscillatory transport problems with 

constant frequency will be given, and the question of preserving some important structures, 

after an averaging process, will be addressed (preservation of measure, Hamiltonian structure, 

etc.)

Then we show how to construct numerical methods for these highly oscillatory problems 

which are uniformly accurate (i.e. where the accuracy is independent of the frequency).

For a class of oscillatory problems with a time-space dependent frequency, a smooth change 

of time is used to bring down the problem to a constant-frequency one. Then the aforemen-

tioned averaging techniques can be applied and uniformly accurate numerical schemes will be 

constructed. Some applications in quantum mechanics and plasma physics will be presented.

Adaptive evolution and concentrations in nonlocal parabolic PDEs
Benoit Perthame, University of Paris VI

Living systems are subject to constant evolution through the three processes, stated by C. 

Darwin, of population growth, selection and mutations. The goal of this series of lectures is to 

formalize them and to discuss the example of resistance to therapy in cancer treatment; can an 

injection protocole diminishes adaptation of cancer cells to the drug?

In a very simple, general and idealized description, the environment can be considered as a 

nutrient shared by all the population. This alllows certain individuals, characterized by a ‘phe-

notypical trait’, to proliferate faster because they are better adapted to use the environment. 

This leads to select the ‘fittest trait’ in the population (singular point of the system). On the 

other hand, the new-born individuals can undergo small variations of the trait under the effect 

of genetic mutations. In these circumstances, is it possible to describe the dynamical evolu-

tion of the current trait? A new area of population biology that aims at describing mathemati-

cally these processes is born in the 1980’s under the name of ‘adaptive dynamics’ and, com-

pared to population genetics, considers usually asexual reproduction, a continuous phenotypi-

cal trait and population growth.

We will give a self-contained mathematical model of such dynamics, based on parabolic 

equations, and show that an asymptotic method allows us to formalize precisely the concepts 

of monomorphic or polymorphic population and describe the evolution of the ‘fittest trait’. 

Mathematically, the interest comes from concentration effects after an appropriate rescaling. 

The solution converges to a (sum of) Dirac mass(es) supported on a hypersurface that results 

from the nonlinearity. The difficulty is to evaluate the weight and position of the moving 

Dirac mass(es) that desribe the population. We will show that a new type of Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation, with constraints, naturally describes this asymptotic. Some additional theoretical 

questions as uniqueness for the limiting H.-J. equation will also be addressed.

This course is based on collaborations with G. Barles, J. Clairambault, O. Diekmann, P.-E. 

Jabin, T. Lorenzi, A. Lorz, S. Mirahimmi, S. Mischler and P. E. Souganidis.

Chapter 1. Principles of adaptation/evolution modeling for large populations

Chapter 2. The constrained Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Chapter 3. The smooth concave case and point dynamics on the hypersurface

Chapter 4. Evolution without proliferating advantage

Stochastic Homogenization
Panagiotis Souganidis, University of Chicago
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and Analysis, with applications to, among others, engineering, material sciences (composite 

materials), imaging, modeling of the thermal and transport properties of complicated struc-

tures, etc. The “idea” of homogenization is to use coarse-graining to effectively blend 
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ple is the equation for the potential in a long wire with small pieces of different conductances. 

The resistivity (reciprocal of conductance) is additive, resulting in a coarse-grained equation 

that has a coefficient given by the harmonic mean of conductances, a nonlinear average. 

Broadly speaking the goal of theory is to replace a very difficult and costly to compute (or 

measure!) problem by an easier homogeneous (averaged) one. Mathematically homogeniza-

tion is on the interface of pde and probability; in the language of the latter homogenization 

can be thought as the “law of larger numbers”.

Although most of the work in homogenization is typically in periodic environments, from the 

point of view of the modeling, periodicity is a rather rigid structure. Indeed most interesting 

environments/materials in nature are not periodic but rather display some randomness due to 

the statistical-type of information available. The need to use random media leads to the theory 

of stochastic homogenization for pde and the study of the behavior of random walks in 

random environments.

In the lectures I will give a self-contained presentation of the most important results in this 

subject.

This course is based on collaborations with S. Armstrong, L. Caffarelli, P. Cardaliaguet, P. -L. 

Lions, J. Nolen and L. Wang.
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Recent experiments showed that engineered Escherichia coli colonies grow and self-organize 

into periodic stripes with high and low cell densities in semi-solid agar. The stripes establish 

sequentially behind a radially propagating colony front, similar to the formation of many 

other periodic patterns in nature. These bacteria were created by genetically coupling the che-

motaxis pathway of wild-type cells with a quorum sensing module though the chemotaxis 

protein CheZ. Despite the direct involvement of the chemotaxis pathway in these experi-

ments, how chemotaxis contributes to the stripe formation and how the intracellular pathway 

effects the pattern have yet been investigated systematically. To address this problem, we 

developed multi-scale models that incorporate key molecular mechanisms of chemotaxis and 

quorum sensing and used them to investigate the role of chemotaxis in the population dynam-

ics. We observed some phenomena that have been confirmed by the experiments. New predi-

cations can be made relating to the migration rate and stripe width.

Bayesian and Game theoretical numerical method for multiscale PDEs
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Multiscale problems arise naturally from many scientific and engineering areas such as geo-

physics, material sciences and biology. Numerical homogenization concerns the (coarse) 

finite dimensional approximation of the solution space of, for example, divergence form 

elliptic equation with rough coefficients which allows for nonseparable scales. Based on a 

Bayesian reformulation of numerical homogenization, we propose a class of numerical 

homogenization methods which allow for exponential decaying bases, localization, as well as 

optimal convergence rates. Furthermore, multi-resolution ““gamblet”” decomposition and 

corresponding multigrid method can be constructed using the game theoretical approach. 

Those gamblet based methods have rigorous a priori error bounds, bounded condition number 

at each subband, and solve boundary value problems in near-linear complexity. The method 

can be generalized to time dependent problems such as wave propagation in heterogeneous 

media, and multi-scale eigenvalue problems.
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We study the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck system with uncertainty and multiple scales. 

Here the uncertainy, modeled by random variables, enters the solution through initial data, 

while the multiple scales lead the system to its high-field or parabolic regimes. With the help 

of proper Lyapunov-type inequalities, under some mild conditions on the initial data, the 

regularity of the solution in the random space, as well as exponential decay of the solution to 

the global Maxwellian, are established under Sobolev norms, which are in terms of the scal-

ing parameters. These are the first hypocoercivity results for a nonlinear kinetic system with 

random input, which are important for the understanding of the sensitivity of the system 

under random perturbations, and for the establishment of spectral convergence of popular 

numerical methods for uncertainty quantification based on (spectrally accurate) polynomial 

chaos expansions.
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